


The intelligent electro-hydraulic actuator has the characteristics of convenient installation, easy opera⁃

tion, hydraulic integration, and remote/local control. It can be used with rotary valve, butterfly valve,

and ball valve, and is widely used in petrochemical, metallurgy, water, power, natural gas pipeline

and so on many fields.

◆ Intelligent digital actuator

◆ Integral-type torque output driving mechanism

◆ Digital/analog mixed identification and drive system

◆ All the configuration parameters can be conveniently set by the switch on the operating panel

◆ High-performance: The accuracy is up to 0.15%, and can be adjusted by users when it is less than 5%

◆ Using microprocessor makes it multifunctional and high reliability.

◆ Long service life: The motor works intermittently, and it will automatically stop when the system reaches

equilibrium.

◆ Input signal: 4~20mA analog signal, and RS485 digital signal is optional.

◆ Low noise, high torque, stable action, none overshoot, none

oscillation

◆ We use special technology of energy storage to make sure

that the user can quickly turn it off, if necessary.

◆ Local LCD displays in multi- line, and the

language menu is optional;

◆ Record and trace historical data, and it is

convenient to maintain.

◆ Failure Diagnosis and Alarm

◆ Multiple Communications:

HART Commumication Protocal FF Bus

PROFIBUS-PA Bus

Four series, Manifold specifications

Introduction

Features

Structure of Product Output Mode

Type

Series

Switch control

Adjustment control

Intelligent

Anti-explosion

Specifications

Shut-off torques NM

Shut-off thrust KN

Temperature range

Protection Class

Motor options

Three-phase motor

Single-phase motor

DC motor

Converter motor

Standard configuration

Optional
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Linear-stroke actuator

Connecting with thrust unit transmission

forms the Linear-stroke actuator

◆ For Linear travel device: single seated

valve; double-seat vavle; sleeve valve etc.

◆ Directly connected with the vavle

90℃ Rotary-stroke actuator
Connecting with the gear transmission

forms 90℃ Rotary-stroke actuator

◆ 90℃ rotation valve: like butterfly
valve, ball valve ect.
◆ Output mode: axis output; aperture
output

◆ For directly connecting with the valves
◆ The output in the connecting rod can
drive the baffles

120℃ Rotary-stroke actuator
Connecting with special gear box forms

120℃ Rotary-stroke actuator

◆ Connect crank connecting rod to drive

◆ Apply to connect the baffles device
◆ Flange connection at the bottorn



Product ElementsProduct Elements Features

Actuator
Structure part

Form: Integral electro- hydraulic actuator directly

connects with actuator shaft;

Main material:

Anodic oxidized Al- Ti alloy(hydraulic pressure

unit)

Cast carbon steel: (cylinder, gear, rack)

Enclosure Structure and execuive criterion: IP67;

Explosion-proof class: Exd Ⅱ CT6;

Ambient temperature(complete machines):

-20℃~+80℃(without space-heater)

-45℃~+80℃(with space~heater)

Motor: AC servo motor series(SU Series)adopt mag⁃

netic field in- phase control technology, dummy

steady-zero technology, reluctance stress automat⁃

ic compensation. It has the characteristics of fast re⁃

sponse, short- time positioning, stable operation

and constant output of torque.

Hydraulic Part
Dynamic oil: HL- 32(for spring, summer and au⁃

tumn), cryogenic liquid transmission oil(for winter);

the oil should be timely changed to ensure the nor⁃

mal work; in different seasons and different areas.

Hydraulic pressure loop: Gear pump, Electromag⁃

netic valve, Hydraulic Manifold block fuel tank, etc.

Electrical Control Part
Formation: Control module, Motor drive module,

Motor speed contioning module and automatic pro⁃

tection module, alarming modules and other com⁃

ponents.

Protection Class: IP67;

Input signal: 4~20mA/DC analog signal or RS485

Digital signal(optional)

Valve-Feedback
Form: Built-in fuel tanks

Protection Class: IP67

Feedback components: Conductive plastic Potenti⁃

ometers;(service life is up to ten million times of en⁃

tire reciprocating rotation)

The transmission device of valve signal: Two- line

system and self- contained 4~20mA.DC signal.

(sampling with standard resistance of 250Ω)

◆ Simple and Easy Setting

It is easy and convenient to set parnmelers by the
switch the operation panel

◆ Historical Data Record

It can collect and store event data, and trace histori⁃

cal data for maintenance

◆ Energy Storage and Quick Closing

This function has a role to play, when the power and
signal of system are off, it can quickly shut off the
valve to ensure the safety production

◆ Failure Alarm

The internal protective device in the actuator can
automatically monitor the running conditions of the
components, if anything abnornal, auto-alarm will
ring, to keep the components running safely

◆ Protection Mode

This protecting function has three modes for user to
choose, if the signal is off All-on, All-off, hold in
position.

◆ Water Hammer

The valve running speed varies in different stages
under the controller, to reduce the impact of water
hammer.

◆ Local Display

The LED can show the state of autuator and input and
output signal, and also the adjustment scope and
information, three local LED indicators give simple
hint.
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Display in English

Open

Close

Confirm zero

Confirm full

Sensitivity up

Sensitivity down

Sensitivity keep

Signal-off open

Signal-off close

Quit operation

Table I Display and Content



Working Principle

The principle of entire electro-hydraulic actuator is shown as diagram 1. The system consists of control units,
feedback units, servo motor system, hydraulic system, mechanical transformation units, output axis and 220/380
V AC power. The control units are the control center of the whole equipment. The analog signal goes into the
microprocessor μ p through the photoelectric isolating circuit, and the feedback units are driven by the relevant
mechanism of hydraulic system, and then the feedback signals will be sent to μ p after conducted by feedback
circuit. According to the each parameter or position set by panel, the parameter or position will go to drive cir⁃
cuit 1 and drive circuit 2 after calculation process, of which the output of drive circuit 1 will go to drive servo
motor system, and the output of drive circuit 2 will go to drive the relevant channel components (such as sole⁃
noid valve etc.) inside hydraulic system. The speed measuring units are driven by mechanical transformation
units, the current speed will be detected and then sent to μ p for processing. The entire system is powered by
AC 220/380 power.

The μ p drives the servo motor system and hydraulic system according to the users settings, feed back parame⁃
ters and speed parameters, and it keeps the hydraulic system accurate action and stable operation. It converts
the mobile output of the hydraulic system to rotating output by mechanic transfering unit, in order to drive the
control valve for proper operation.

Control Schematic Diagram

Products Table 1
Code
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
8000

150000

Description
2000Nm
3000Nm
4000Nm
5000Nm
6000Nm
8000Nm

150000Nm

Code
10000
20000
40000
60000
80000
100000
200000

Description
10000Nm
20000Nm
40000Nm
60000Nm
80000Nm
100000Nm
200000Nm

Table 3
Code

Without
D
X

Description
Ordinary type

Base type
Accumulator-type

Technical Data

◆ Output torque: 3000Nm, 4000Nm, 5000Nm, 6000Nm, optional for user.

◆ Output force: 30000N, 45000N, 60000N etc., optional for user.

◆ Supply Voltage: AC 220V/380V±10%, the instantaneous maximum currents is 12A/

AC, Continuous stable current is 5.5A/AC, Average power: 1.2kW.

◆ Dead zone range: adjustable between 0.1%~7.0%

◆ Precision range: adjustble between 0.15~7% (Precision should not be too high, it

may cause oscilliation)

◆ Actuator linearity: 0.05% less than of the whole stroke.

◆ The backlash: 0.1% less than of the whole stroke.

Additional
requirements,
see table 3(RX)

Output torque/force,
see table 1/2

RX:Rotary Travel
LX:Linear Travel

4600 Series Electro-hydraulic Actuator

Model
1600
3000
4500
6500
15000

Force(N)
16000N
30000N
45000N
65000N
150000N

Model
30000
60000
90000
120000
150000

Force (N)
300000 N
600000 N
900000 N
1200000 N
1500000 N

Table 2

Normal alarm
Underpressure alarm
Motor overloading alarm

4~20mA analog signal input

Digital interface

220/380 VAC Power

Power circuit

Control Unit

μp

Alarm circuit

Photo electric lisolation

Reactive Circuit Drive Circuit no.1 Drive Circuit no.2 Survey velocity Unit

Transform Unit

Output ShaftMachinery Transform unitHydraulic systemServo motor systemFeedback unit

220/380 VAC Power

Principle Control Diagram
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